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Abstract—In this paper, we describe and experimentally
evaluate the performance of our Network Link Outlier Factor
(NLOF) for detecting soft-failures in communication networks.
The NLOF is computed using the throughput values derived
from NetFlow records. The flow throughput values are clustered
in two stages, outlier values are determined within each cluster,
and the flow outliers are used to compute the outlier factor or
score for each network link. When sampling NetFlow records
across the full span of a network, NLOF enables the detection of
soft-failures across the span of the network; large NLOF scores
correlate well with links experiencing failure.
I. INTRODUCTION
The collection of network data and the application of data
analytics (including machine learning) allow the development
of technologies to automate network management. Network
management is best characterized using the FCAPS model
from the ITU:
• Fault detection and correction
• Configuration and operation
• Accounting and billing
• Performance assessment and optimization
• Security assurance and protection
In this work we seek to advance the automation of network
fault detection. Specifically for network soft-failures that
result in diminished performance. The symptoms of soft-
failures are subtle and are therefore difficult to diagnose
manually: increased bit errors, occasional packet loss, unnec-
essarily long paths through the network, or congestion control
mechanisms unnecessarily reducing throughput. In this work,
we utilize a suite of data analytics (e.g., clustering and outlier
detection) to detect the occurrence of network soft-failures:
bit errors, packet loss. The end result of these data analytics
is an outlier score for each network link called the Network
Link Outlier Factor (NLOF). The NLOF score is an indicator
of how likely a link is experiencing a network soft-failure.
A. Related work
A survey [1] of recent fault localization techniques expands
on the taxonomy presented in [2]. The taxonomy presented
consists of three categories of fault localization: Artificial
Intelligence, Model Traversing, and Graph-theoretic.
Much of the related work implements active probing tech-
niques [3]–[5]. These techniques use probe messages to infer
the state of links and require optimal probe placement [6]–
[8] to trade off measurement with resource consumption.
More recent work [9] uses passive data (e.g., number of:
flows, lost packets, average packet delay) and compares the
performance of several machine learning techniques (e.g.,
random forests and multi-layer perceptrons) to localize faults.
Their results are compared to the active probing technique in
[5]. Other recent work in the domain of optical networking
uses passively collected physical layer data and machine
learning to detect and/or localize faults [10], [11].
Some related work uses a hybrid-approach [12], [13] that
mixes active probing with passive data collection. In [12]
the authors present a fault localization framework named
Active Integrated fault Reasoning (AIR). AIR uses passive
monitoring to compile a set of observed symptoms. The
framework then generates sets of faults that may be causing
the symptoms. Each of these fault sets is tested to validate if
any of them are credible. If none are credible then there is
likely to be a symptom that was not observed by the passive
monitoring. To identify if the likely symptom is present active
probes are used. Afterward, the sets of faults go through the
credibility test again.
Software Defined Networks [14], [15] including Open-
Flow [16] along with advances in machine learning are
sparking a resurgence in network fault localization. Software
Defined Networking allows for a broader view of the net-
work, providing a simpler way to obtain network topology
information [17] for fault localization.
As far as we know, our work is the first to use passive
NetFlow and topology data to detect/localize network faults.
B. Outline
In Section II we describe our suite of data analytics
resulting in the NLOF score for each network link. In Section
III we describe our NS-3 experiments to evaluate the failure
detection performance of NLOF and in Section IV we present
and discuss the results of those experiments. Finally, we
discuss our conclusions and outline paths for future work in
Section V.
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II. DETECTING NETWORK LINK SOFT FAILURES
We propose a method to detect network link soft-failures
using NetFlow data. Specifically, we use the average through-
put of flows from their collected NetFlow records. If the
collected data consists of flows traversing the full span of the
network, we believe it will allow us to detect any soft-failures
in the full topology. We propose using flow throughput outlier
detection to assist with the detection of network link soft-
failures. Using topology and routing information we can
correlate flows with the network links they traverse. We
hypothesize that a network link experiencing a soft-failure
will cause the flows traversing that link to exhibit abnormal
throughput. Therefore, a network link carrying many flows
that are throughput outliers is one that is experiencing a soft-
failure.
Using outlier detection directly on the average throughput
of all flows requires the assumption that a majority of flows
do not have abnormal throughput. Since this may not be
a reasonable assumption, we first cluster the throughput of
flows into the set of clusters we believe will naturally exist
in a network and then identify the outliers within those
throughput clusters. Our full technique to detect network link
soft-failures consists of: 1) flow throughput clustering, 2) flow
throughput outlier detection using an outlier score, 3) tracing
flows on the network topology using routing information, and
4) network link outlier score computation from flow outlier
scores. Figure 1 illustrates this 4-stage analytics pipeline for
detecting network link soft-failures.
A. Flow Throughput Clustering (DBSCAN and TPCluster)
Network link soft-failures could cause a majority of flows
to exhibit reduced throughput. As a result, we cannot imme-
diately apply outlier detection techniques to the average flow
throughput values. We propose to first organize average flow
throughput into clusters. Network topologies will generally
employ several network link transmission rates and the aver-
age flow throughput values will be limited by those values. In
isolation, the average throughput of a flow will be limited by
the bottleneck network link that it traverses. Let α be either
the original generated throughput (or bitrate) of the flow or
the bitrate at which the flow enters the network of interest,
Γ(i) be the network link rate of the ith network link a flow
traverses in the network of interest. Then, in isolation, the
average throughput of that flow will be:
min
{
α,min
∀i
{Γ(i)}
}
(1)
Flows will often share network links with other flows. Let
n(i) be the number of flows sharing the ith network link a
flow traverses. Let’s assume that flows share network links
equally. Then, while sharing network links with other flows,
the average throughput of that flow will be:
min
{
α,min
∀i
{
Γ(i)
n(i)
}}
. (2)
Suppose we had a network topology with two different
link rates, 1 Gbps and 100 Mbps and a network link was
never shared by more than 4 flows at a time. In this case we
would have 8 different values for average flow throughput in
descending order (1 Gbps, 500 Mbps, 333 Mbps, 250 Mbps,
100 Mbps, 50 Mbps, 33.3 Mbps, and 25 Mbps). Network
links experiencing soft-failures will reduce these average flow
throughput values for flows traversing those links. Therefore,
any average flow throughput values deviating significantly
from these 8 discrete values are likely affected by a network
soft-failure.
Since we generally do not know the set of network link
transmission rates nor the number of flows sharing network
links, we let unsupervised machine learning (specifically,
clustering) find these values for us. We select Density-Based
Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN)
[18] as our first stage of clustering since it naturally finds
dense and potentially non-convex clusters without knowing
the number of clusters a-priori. DBSCAN produces a number
of clusters as well as a set of data points labeled as “noise”
that do not fit into any of the clusters.
A second stage of clustering is performed since the flows
affected by soft-failures may begin to form their own dense
cluster. In this second stage that we call TPCluster, we want
to combine adjacent clusters if they are within a proximity to
each other that suggests one may be a performance degraded
set of the other. TPCluster provides a dynamic range based on
the throughput context of the DBSCAN clusters. TPCluster
uses two parameters, throughput ratio (tpr) and throughput
deviation (tpdev). tpr should be set to the maximum reason-
able performance degradation of a throughput class and tpdev
should be set to the deviation that you might expect to see
from a throughput class, to help cluster the flows labeled as
“noise” into the appropriate cluster. Algorithm 1 shows how
TPClusters are formed.
B. Flow Outlier Factor (FOF)
Now that TPClusters have been defined we must now
choose a point in each cluster to be the representative ”nor-
mal” point (Clusternormal) i.e. the point with a reasonable
desirable performance. A method is to just use the point in
the cluster with the highest performance however, we propose
to use k-means clustering to use the cluster center as the
representative point and as k increases the more aggressive
the representative point will be. Algorithm 2 shows how the
Flow Outlier Factor (FOF) of each flow is computed.
C. Topology Flow Tracing
In this step we associate network links with the flows that
traverse them. To make this association, flows are traced on
the network topology using routing information. We use the
NetworkX Python package to trace flows on the topology of
a network assuming shortest path routing.
D. Network Link Outlier Factor (NLOF)
In this final step, we compute the outlier score for each
network link (i.e., the NLOF). The flow outlier scores (i.e.,
Clustering:
A. DBSCAN
B. TPCluster
Flow Outlier Factor (FOF) Topology Flow Tracing Network Link Outlier Factor (NLOF)
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4
Fig. 1. Data analytics pipeline to compute Network Link Outlier Factor (NLOF)
Algorithm 1: TPCluster
Data: Set of DBSCAN Clusters and the DBSCAN
Noise Cluster
Parameters: TPRatio (tpr), Throughput Deviation
(tpdev)
Result: Set of TPClusters
Sort DBSCAN Clusters In Descending Throughput
Order;
j = 0;
for cluster[i] in DBSCAN clusters do
if cluster[i] has not been combined then
TPCluster[j] = aggregation of DBSCAN Clusters
within range of ((1 - tpr)*cluster[i]max,
cluster[i]max);
j++;
end
end
for flow[j] in the DBSCAN noise cluster do
k = 0;
for cluster[i] in TPClusters do
dist = cluster[i]max − flow[j]TP ;
if dist ≥ −tpdev ∗ TPCluster[i]max then
candidate[j][k]dist = dist;
candidate[j][k]cluster = cluster[i];
k++;
end
if k > 0 then
ind = argmin
k
{candidate[j][k]dist};
Add flow[j] to candidate[j][ind]cluster;
else
Add flow[j] to TPCluster with largest
throughput;
end
end
end
FOFs) are used to compute the NLOF for the network links
the flows traverse. Outlier flows are determined by a threshold
on their FOF and the NLOF is computed to be the ratio of
outlier flows to total flows traversing the network link. The
NLOF is computed using Algorithm 3.
III. EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate the performance of NLOF, we utilize NS-3
simulation experiments. Figure 2 show the two topologies
Algorithm 2: Compute FOF
Data: Set of TPClusters and their constituent flows
Result: FOF Scores for each flow
for cluster[i] in TPClusters do
Separate cluster[i] into k clusters using K-Means;
cluster[i]normal = mean of K-Means cluster with
the highest throughput;
for flow[i][j] in cluster[i] do
flow[i][j]FOF =
cluster[i]normal−flow[i][j]TP
cluster[i]normal
end
end
Algorithm 3: NLOF Computation
Data: Set of Links with their associated flows
Parameters: Outlier threshold
Result: NLOF score for each Link
for Link[i] in Links do
outlierFlows = 0;
for Each flow[i][j] in Link[i] do
if flow[i][j]FOF > Threshold then
outlierFlows++;
end
end
Link[i]NLOF = outlierF lowsFlows in Link[i]
end
we simulated. For each topology 3 experiments were run,
for a total of 6 experiments. For each experiment all links
were set to have a data rate of 10 Mbps. US1, US2, US3,
UKS and BS are all OpenFlow switches implemented with
the OpenFlow 1.3 module. The nodes and routers populate
their routing tables using Routing Information Protocol (RIP).
During each simulation 5000 On/Off flows were produced
at a rate of either 1Mbps or 1Kbps between two randomly
selected hosts in the network, the only exception is test 6, it
had 2 additional throughput classes which are 10 Kbps and 2
Mbps for a total of 4. To collect the data from the simulation
the built-in flow monitor model library was used. The probes
were installed on all nodes to capture all the traffic in the
network. Table I shows the configuration of the simulation
for each test.
The flow monitor library outputs the files in XML format,
we then parsed the XML file to construct a pandas DataFrame
to resemble flow records. The produced DataFrame will be in
an acceptable format for SciKitLearn’s DBSCAN clustering
method. The DBSCAN clustering was done using the parame-
ters eps = 100 and min samples = 50 which produced clusters
that could then be combined to form TPClusters. TPClusters
were formed using Algorithm 1 with parameter values of tpr
= 0.3, tpdev = 0.1 and k = 2. The flows were traced to put
each flow into every network link that it traversed, assuming
that the flow will take the shortest path which can be obtained
using the NetworkX shortest path function. Finally the NLOF
for each object was calculated using Algorithm 3 with an FOF
threshold value of 0.1.
TABLE I
TEST PARAMETERS
Test Links with Errors Error Rate Topology Throughput Classes
1 None 0 1 100 Kbps, 1Mbps
2 (129.108.40.2, US1) 0.1 1 100 Kbps, 1Mbps
3
(129.108.42.4, US3)
(129.108.41.3, US2)
(129.108.40.2, US1)
0.1
0.1
0.1
1 100 Kbps, 1Mbps
4 None 0 2 100 Kbps, 1Mbps
5 (BS, R4) 0.1 2 100 Kbps, 1Mbps
6
(129.108.40.2, US1)
(128.163.217.2, UKS)
(129.108.42.4, US3)
0.05
0.03
0.01
2 10 Kbps, 100 Kbps,1 Mbps, 2Mbps
IV. RESULTS
Figures 3 and 4 show the flow throughput distribution
(left-side sub-plot) and the corresponding TPClusters in a
violin plot (right-side sub-plot) for tests 1 and 6 respectively.
Figures 5 and 6 show the flow throughput distributions of each
TPCluster for tests 1 and 6 respectively. As shown in Figures
3 and 4, the TPClusters formed as expected i.e. one cluster for
every throughput class. For test 1 we have the two throughput
classes 100 Kbps and 1 Mbps with 2 corresponding clusters.
For test 6 we have 4 TPClusters one for each of the throughput
classes. More importantly the points labeled as noise by
DBSCAN are moved into their appropriate TPCluster. For
test 1 the cluster distributions have a small range that clearly
indicates none of the flows have poor throughput performance
within the context of their cluster. Figure 6 shows more
interesting flow throughput distributions, this time there are
four separate clusters, which all have flows farther away
from the Clusternormal which can be seen visually by the
larger range of each cluster. Clusternormal in this case is
located in the upper half of the cluster distribution. The large
range of the clusters indicates that there are flows with poor
throughput performance belonging to these clusters. Our two-
step clustering organizes the flows to properly identify those
experiencing poor throughput performance.
Tables II and III show the results obtained for each test for
topology 1 and 2 respectively. The links and NLOF scores
that are in bold are the links that were set to have errors
in the simulation, which correspond to Table I. The tables
show that for Tests 1 and 4, both of which have no poor
performing links, there is a NLOF score of 0 for all links.
Test 2 has one link with a packet error rate of 0.1, that link
has the highest NLOF score by a wide margin. Test 5 also
has one link with a packet error rate of 0.1. However, this
time it is a link connected between two nodes with high
centrality rather than a link near the edge of the network.
A large portion of the network traffic will go through this
errored link, which explains the much higher NLOF scores
in general compared to Test 2. Something interesting to note
in Test 5 is that the link with a non-zero error rate does not
have the highest NLOF score. This is likely caused by the
fact that all the traffic to or from node ”200.17.30.4” must go
through the link with a non-zero error rate if communicating
with a node not connected to the ”BS” switch. One last thing
to note about Test 5 is that the edges (BS,R4) and (R1,R4)
have an identical NLOF score, which is easily explained since
all the traffic that goes through one of those links must go
through the other. Test 3 shows a different scenario now with
3 separate links all having a packet error rate of 0.1. Due to
the fact that there are more links with non-zero error rates the
NLOF scores will have larger values since there will be more
poor performing traffic. Even in this scenario the NLOF score
gives an idea as to which links are the ones with non-zero
error rates, as the 3 of the top 4 NLOF scores are the links
we are looking for as shown in bold in Table II. For Test 6
the packet error rates were lowered by a significant amount
and the 3 links with non-zero errors are all different. Test 6
also had the added change of 2 extra throughput classes. The
results are as expected, the 3 links with the highest NLOF
scores are the 3 errored links.
V. CONCLUSION
By using multiple simulations in the NS-3 environment we
have shown that it is possible to detect and localize soft-
failures in a network using the Network Link Outlier Factor
(NLOF). The results in Tables II and III show that the links
with failures have the highest NLOF score which indicates
where a fault in the network likely is. Using a new clustering
technique, named TPCluster, we are able to provide a context
for the performance of each individual flow. Our simulation
experiments show that TPCluster yields meaningful clusters
for identifying faults using outlier detection techniques. For
future work we plan on studying the thresholds on NLOF
scores for declaring a link failure. We also plan to expand
the types of soft-failures we can detect.
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